Finally if X is such a sequence that X" = 2 • 3_1 ■ 3~" whenever n £ o> then subsum X is the Cantor ternary set of Lebesgue measure zero.
Introduction.
Let/(z) =a0+aiz+ • • • +anz", a0^Q, an^0. Following the notation of Ostrowski [l] , we define the Newton diagram of f(z) as the broken line D in the (x, y)-plane with the following properties:
(1) D extends from the point x = 0, y=-log |a0| to the point x = n, y= -log |a"| ; (2) He proved this last inequality for the zeros of a Taylor's series, with > replaced by 2:, and for all values of k, and showed that in this case the bound is the best possible. He also proved that 62 = 1/3. The main result to be proved in this paper is that b\ is equal to the positive root of the equation It may be noted that <pl is a partial sum of the series for (1 -x)~k -1, and that the equation (1 -x)~k -1=1 has as its only positive root the value x -1 -(1/2)llk which appears in (2) . A problem which will be seen to be related to this result is the following, considered by Van Vleck [2] :1 given a0, ai,
to prove the existence of an upper bound for \zk\. Van Vleck proves the existence of such an upper bound for any h, and he shows that, when h = k, such a bound will be the positive root p of the equation2
. , *=*/n-\\. .
n this paper we give a similar explicit determination of such a bound for any h.
We state here two lemmas which are proved in Ostrowski's paper. Lemma 1. If k and I are two consecutive principal indices (k<l), then In order to show that |zt|/i?t can actually equal r~lt+u we define f(z) by (7) with pjb=pt+i= • • • -pn=rn-k+\,at, -a\= • ■ ■ =ak-i=l.
We then have, from (9), * * rn -k + n , \ v -k / Hence 2?t = l. Since/(z) has n -k-\-l zeros equal to r»Jt+1, it can have at most k -1 zeros less than r"~lt+1. Therefore, |z*| s^r»J*+i and, from what has been proved before, the equality sign must hold. It follows that (13) Bk = rn-k+i and, from (1) , that (14) bl = rk ik = 1, 2, • ■ • , n).
